Stories go ever ever on,
Over time and through space
To lands long gone,
Forgotten worlds, enchanted place.
Over reality we travel
And imagination brings us
Over dreams unraveled,
And read on we must.

Stories go ever ever on,
Myths of Dragons and Elves
Come to life from printed words
Of books on our shelves.
Adventures that we can take,
Every now and again,
With Frodo and his friends
In the realm of Tolkien.

Stories go ever ever on,
A creation of make believe;
Becomes real before long.
The fantasy tale weaved,
Through Forest and Cave,
Over River and under Hill;
The story Tolkien gave
For literacy thrills.

Stories go ever ever on,
To be read by generations;
Bilbo, Frodo, and Gandalf the Grey,
Adored both by adults and children.
The Lord Of The Rings,
An epic tale of Adventure
By J.R.R. Tolkien,
Where Hobbits live evermore.